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Abstract— Our project focuses on benefit of the society and 

bringing automation in the field of weight carriage 

particularly trolley which is not in existence that is widely 

used by masses in airports, railway stations, colleges .After 

undergoing a survey on existing automation in trolleys we 

have come up with new ideas to benefit all the particulars. 

Our goal is to solace every individuals effort by making 

trolleys run automatically with use of PIR Sensor, 

Accelerometer , Bluetooth module, remote and speed adjuster 

at different situations .When the place is less crowded, one 

can make use of PIR Sensor  to automatically follow human 

within its range or using Accelerometer and guiding the 

trolley with directions it must move and when there is a 

considerable crowd, one can use his own mobile’s app which 

uses Bluetooth to make it follow his device. Secondly use of 

remote when observed an intermediate crowd making it to 

move in front of one’s vision. Thirdly in more crowded areas, 

it’s about adjusting speed of the motor using button in handle 

and pulling the trolley as usual but without feeling load of the 

trolley since the wheels are in slow motion which holds the 

load and leaves less effort for the owner to drag it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, to lead a more productive life, most of the things 

use the developing technology. Automation is the one 

preferred by most of the people in the world to help them 

doing a work rather than doing themselves because of the 

busy life. They are used in various fields such as Robotics, 

Military services, Artificial Intelligence and in many 

industries. Moving a trolley is really very difficult task to do 

in many areas such as malls, shopping areas, railway stations 

or airports and transferring heavy materials in industries. In 

shopping areas, customers have to stand in queue for very 

long time for billing on the counter and in airports and railway 

stations, customer have to drag their loaded trolley and in 

industries, employers have to transfer heavy load of materials 

from production area to warehouse using a trolley. Humans 

will not get tired of carrying heavy goods but still they need 

to push the trolley. In this paper, we had surveyed about the 

traditional trolley and its disadvantages. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sonakshi Rastogi Et Al [1] said a buying trolley is an 

important device for purchasing in supermarkets or other 

shops. To increase the growth of the customers shop owners 

have to do something different. That problem can be solved 

by automated moving trolley. They use trolley to attract the 

customer and increase the income. In here the author used IR 

sensor to detect the human motion. IR sensor used to detect 

the object in front of the sensor by reflecting and detecting 

the IR rays the sensors worked. By getting the signal from IR 

sensor that converted to the microcontroller atmega328a in 

here based on the program the microcontroller gives the 

command to motor drive or motor controller by storing the 

program in EEPROM. Motor controller mostly used for 

control the motor direction. The 12v connection is given to 

the motor controller and microcontroller signals too.  As per 

the microcontroller signal the motor controller change the 

direction of the current following to the motor. In here the 

author feels the sensor rang and the precision of the sensor is 

the problem. Dhavale Sharaddha Et Al[2] like the previous 

papers this one also used for shopping malls to increase the 

number of customers but here they are reducing the time that 

used for billing. In here the trolley with RFID to automated 

billing. In here several components are used to billing there 

are RFID TAG the first device is used to detect the Martials 

details that convert to the RFID reader that gives the 

command to microcontroller. Microcontroller as per the 

program the microcontroller show the detailed bill amount in 

the LCD that place in billing counter. If the customer not pay 

the bill there is a alarm to intimate the customers detail. The 

billing details transferred trolley to billing place by storing in 

internet and transferred to the billing place. By using the IOT 

the trolley billing system is working in here. By the advantage 

of this one we can save time and increase or cover more 

customer. Deepali Pandita El Al [3] in here author used the 

both previous papers technology to improve the trolley 

movement. To detect the motion of the human the same IR 

sensor is used in here and also the RFID is used to know the 

martial details and LCD is used to show the bill of the martial. 

The both RFID reader signal and the IR sensor signal is given 

to the microcontroller. The stored program is used to control 

the motion and the billing. After the program the signal is 

transfer to the LCD that LCD is used to show the bill of the 

martial. So we can use the both advantage of automated 

following and the billing system to save the time. But in here 

IOT system not used the billing details directly shown in the 

display so the shop keeper know when the customer near to 

the billing place. But it never takes long time Seema Udgirkar 

El Al [4] this one is based on vision based in here 

ANDROIND based on camera is used to track the object like 

the previous it’s controlled the motor to moving. Instead of 

using sensors in here we are using motion camera here. The 

motion camera is used to detect the object in front of the 

camera and that data covert into digitalized. And instead of 

microcontroller in here we are using ANDROID device to 

give the control action. The steps are first the object detected 

by the camera and then object processing happen by the 

android device by comparing the image that already stored in 

the android device. According to the program the action 

signals given to the motor controller. Motor controller do the 

rest of the work but in here the object detection and 

conversion into digital form is too hard and parts software are 

hard then other devices to detect the object we are using some 

mathematical formula is used to match the object. 

J.Thangakumar Et Al [5] this paper only for billing only but 

in here we are using the IR BAR coder device to billing the 
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food and other products. In smart trolley there are two ways 

one for enter and another one for exits for objects in trolley 

bucket. When we drop the object through the enter ways the 

IR BARCODE detect and get the details about the object and 

when exit this gives the value to the LCD display that show 

the billing amount to the LCD. Its simple form of working in 

this trolley type this one also used for saving the time.              

III. RESULT & ANALYSIS 

After the reading of the all papers everything is same sensor 

they are used here like IR sensor. But the problem of this 

sensor it has low rang and precision. IR sensor that mostly not 

used when the light of the outside is too high. Its distract by 

outside things and the vision based one its need complicated 

circuit and the amount that required to build this automated 

moving trolley need so much money. And IR sensor mostly 

narrow beam so its detect the straight object only. So in here 

we are using ultrasonic sensor for motion detection. 

Ultrasonic sensor using the echo plus to detect the object by 

calculating the time of the echo plus detection we can know 

the distance from the sensor. Ultrasonic sensors maximum 

detection rang is 9 m so we can set a particular distance to 

object and using the motor we can follow the object. And also 

ultrasonic can cover the more range then other sensors and 

environmental change never ever affect the sound wave. And 

final we can design motion detection using ultrasonic sensor 

with better than other sensor. And we can use this more 

application like garage cleaning and library and golf cart 

every place we can use this.            
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